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Presentation Objectives
• Provide a brief overview of Ontario 

Stewardship, the Elgin Stewardship Council 
and the role we fulfil on the landscape 

• Highlight Elgin Landscape Strategy, Forests 
for Life and their relationship as two 
examples of  creativity and innovation in 
achieving community stewardship

• Generate interest within the audience to work 
collaboratively to transfer these 
approaches elsewhere in southern Ontario



Elgin Stewardship Council



How We are Making a Difference in 
Elgin County 

• Investing in capacity building, relationships 
and developing grass-roots leadership 

• Delivering efficient and effective community-
based programs 

• Developing projects that stimulate local  
private sector involvement

• Working collaboratively to develop 
innovative approaches for land stewardship 

• Promoting resource based activities and 
events for all demographics 



Context for Elgin Landscape Strategy 
Development 

• Develop a tool that:

– Is based on education, inspiration 
and influence rather than regulations 

– Supports informed decision making 
– Is flexible to the needs of 

landowners
– Will assist in levering and focusing 

future funding

• Council and its community partners 
determined a need for this project

• Approach taken would mean the 
difference between success and 
failure



Elgin Landscape Strategy



Elgin Landscape Strategy-
Restoration Potential



Based on best available science

• Wetlands
• Riparian buffers
• Total forest cover
• Interior and deep 

interior habitat



Resulting information

• Doesn’t define areas 
that “need” to be 
restored

• Identifies ecological 
value if restored

• Everything has 
value, but some 
areas are more 
valuable than others



Respecting landowner 
interests

• Provide information rather 
than regulations

• People will often make the 
right decisions

• “Pull” rather than “push”
people into the process

• Landowners want to work 
together in their habitat 
restoration projects so these 
relationships need to be 
nurtured. One of the keys to 
sustainability. 



Example projects - Kanter



Example projects  - Miller





Landowners share expertise



Forests For Life



Forests For Life Overview
• Landscape level tri-county Initiative

GOALS
• Promoting a “Green Ethic” amongst participants
• Providing practical hands-on learning in Natural 

Resource Management
• Engage non-traditional partners in environmental 

stewardship
• Develop sustainable private sector involvement
• Grow local native trees for community reforestation 

projects



Accomplishments
• Educating youth, 

socially 
disadvantaged and 
developmentally 
challenged on the 
process of growing 
native trees from 
seed and forest 
succession



Accomplishments
• Fostering innovative  

partnerships with the 
community that  
increase awareness 
and understanding of 
the environment



Accomplishments

• The “community”
produced trees 
and seeds provide 
leverage for 
undertaking local  
habitat restoration 
projects



Accomplishments

Stimulating interest 
from the volunteer 
and private sector 
to become  
involved in the 
seed to tree 
process e.g. seed 
collecting, custom 
planting



Accomplishments



Lessons Learned through Empowering 
Community

• Tremendous capacity exists for active participation in natural 
resource management projects.

• There is a role for everyone in environmental stewardship 
whether you come from an urban or rural background; young or 
old

• Elgin Landscape Strategy and FFL provide a natural marriage for 
project implementation. 

• Conventional approaches are not enough for greening of the 
environment to be successful

• Strong and shared leadership from conservation authorities and 
stewardship councils needs to take place in our communities 

• Further investigation around direct seeding and community seed 
collecting programs are just two examples. 



FINAL THOUGHTS
• “We will win or lose the biodiversity battle on 

the landscapes between the protected areas”-
Gray Merriam

• “Community is more than the sum of people 
who live in an area-it is the relationship 
among them as well”-Avri Frieman. 



THANK YOU!!!!!

Mark Emery, Stewardship Coordinator
Elgin Stewardship Council

519-773-4739
mark.emery@ontario.ca


